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Do archaeologists really care about protecting the work they do – furthering the 
debate 
 

Paper Abstract 
 
‘Preservation begins by sharing information about the value of a given site.’ (Chaz Evans)  
One of the biggest challenges in consulting archaeology is finding and funding ways to 
communicate the value of a site to the wider public beyond the scientific community. This 
becomes increasingly difficult when there are no physical remains available for public access or 
the place is completely altered by development and the archaeology entirely removed in salvage. 
 
The Aboriginal heritage process in NSW is inherently destructive and does not adequately 
encourage/ require conservation of sites. An Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit is granted 
providing the required documentation is submitted according to the guidelines. Thus, very few 
identified Aboriginal heritage sites within urban and urbanising areas remain intact, with elements 
insitu and/or communicated to the general public. The archaeology is salvaged to make way for 
the new development, whatever shape or form that may take, and the objects are stored 
indefinitely in a shed, archive or museum storage service with little communication of the story, 
value and nature of the site to the general public. 
 
This paper is a response to a recent discussion arising out of America regarding how 
archaeologists feel about refraining from digging archaeological sites known to be of high 
heritage significance and instead conserving the archaeology in situ. This paper posits the notion 
that we as archaeologists should only dig where necessary and conserve where possible to 
provide heritage resources for current and future generations to appreciate, apply new scientific 
technologies too and understand in their cultural and landscape setting. 
 
This paper will focus on a case study from consulting archaeology in Western Sydney, NSW 
where archaeology was incorporated into the development, actively conserved and interpreted. 
The paper will discuss the management decisions made for this study area, known as Oakdale 
Central, and present the results of management planning. 


